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INTRODUCTTON

The voice onset time has been used in several studies as a mea-

sure for comparing different series of plosives: voiced, voice-
less and aspirated. The purpose of this paper is to study Fin-
nish plosives and compare the results with other data.

Lisker and Abramson (1971 ) find that voiceless unaspirated p1o-
sives are very common in languages. Finnish has only one series
of plosives, voiceless unaspj-rated. There is an opposition be-
tween /t/ and /d/ in medial positj-on, but it is fairly marginal.
Thus the plosi-ves in Finnish follow the tendency in languages,
which should be reflected ín a very short voice onset time (near-
\y Øl . This is tested in this investigation.

PROCEDURE

Sub j ect s

In this investígation a group of 5 Finnish male students study-
ing at the University of Lund were used as informants. AII of
them speak Standard Finnish without any strong dialectal colour-
ing. They come from the southern or southwestern part of Finland

Speech sampLes

Four disyllabic words were embedded in a frame sentence Sanopa, ,.
,,,.,to'tstam¡.seen/uudestaan. The choice of the last r¿ord was de-
termined by the final segment of the test \^/ord, so LhaL toisl;a-
m,iseen fol-lov¡ed after a vowe1, uudestaan after a consonant. The

test words occupy a position in which they receive the sentence
stress. The stress in Fj-nnish words lies on the first syllable.
To minimize coarticufatory effects the adjacent segment was al-
ways /a/.
Three of the words have an initial plosive /p, L, k/ and the
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Iable 1. The voice onset time of the Finnish
voiceless plosives (in msec).

fourth has a mediaL /d./, the only position Lþ.aL /ð,/ can have in
Finnish words. These cases cover the whole inventory of Finnish
plosives. The test sentences were randomized r^rithin a list of 30

sent€nces. The informants \,¡ere instructed to read the whole list
three times in a normal, unemphatic way.

Eæperíment aL e quipment

The recordings took place in an acoustically treated room at the
Phonetics Laboratory of the Department of Linguistics, Lund Uni-
versity, using a unidirectional microphône ând a high quality
tape recorder. The frequency response of the tape recorder was

flat within n2 ¿lB, from 30 Hz to 14000 ltz. The signal to noise
ratio was 63 dB.
The appropriate input level was adjusted for each informant. The

tape speed was 19 cm/sec.
The ùest material was analyzed on a PV-10 Voiceprint sound

spectrograph.

Acoustic anaLysís

The voice onset tines (VOT) of the plosives hrere measured by
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Iable 2

hand on the wideband spectrograms of the test sentences according

to the procedures used by Lisker and Abramson (1971), i'e' the

time interval from the felease of the Plosive to the onset of

glottal vibration in the followíng vowel. The \"tords analyzed

wer:e'. pata, taka, kapat, sadan, Mean VOT values and standard

deviations were calculated in milliseconds.

RESULTS

The results for the voiceless plosives are presented in Table 1

The average VOT \^/as shortest for /p/ and longest for /k/ ' As a

who1e, the Finnish voi-celess plosives have an average VoT of

16.5 msec (S= 8,721 ,

l{e leave /d./ a:ut of consideration, because ít can only occur in

medial position. It gave an average of -30.4 msec (s= 10'04)'

Mean VOT of Finnish stops in $¡ordinitj-al position
compared to mean VOT of stops in sentence initial
pos-itionr after Lisker & Abramson ('l 971).
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DISCUSSIOÀI

These results can be compared with those presented by Karl Suomi
(1980):

p
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9.8

and note that they agree wíth each other.
If we place the grand average of the Finnlsh voiceless unaspira-
ted plosives on the scale presented by Lisker and Abramson (1971),
we can see that iL lies very close to the zero poj-nt compared to
the other nine languages on the scaIe, all representing languages
with two or three series of plosives (Table 2) , thus supporting
the hypothesis.
We can speculate as to the reason for the short VOT in finnish.
The short voÍce onset time and brief burst are the resuft of the
timing of the laryngeal and the supraglottaf activities, the vo-
cal folds being adducted immediately after the release of the
stop. One can find a similar tendency tov/ards short VOTs in child
language, retarded speech, aphasic speech, dysarthry and other
speech pathologies (Macken & Barton, 1980; Blumstein et al.,
1977; Lehiste, 1965). These similarities sugqest that the voice-
less unaspirated plosives can be regarded as the primary unmarked
group of plosives and that this type can be expected in languages
t^¡ith only one series of stops.
The Finnish plosives raise problems i-n language teaching not on-
1y when a series of voiced plosives is to be learnt (e.9. ín
Finland Swedish), but also when the voj-celess plosives of the
target language have both aspirated and unaspirated allophones
(e.9. Swedish, EnglÍsh etc.). Suomi (1980) has discussed the
problems caused by the system of Finnish plosives when teaching
English to Finnish speaking persons. !{hen teaching languages
with an even more complicated system of plosives to Finnish
speaking persons there is probably a short-cut to mastering the
distinctions. Effective practice in aspirating the voicel-ess
series rather than special training in voicing the voiced plo-

K. S.

L. L.
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sives gives bettet results in keeping these series apart- This

has been tried with success.

This investigation will serve as a pilot study for a larger
scale investigation of interference from Finnísh on the swedish

spoken by Finns.
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